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What do we mean by ‘Loss of Face’?

– Two parties, one-shot, a potential ‘deal’

– Who says ‘yes’ and who says ‘no’?

{Yes,Yes}æ a deal, a match, a transaction.

Same payo�s for {Yes,No},{No,Yes}, and {No,No}, materially, in
1-shot game.
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But where player’s observe each others’ choices:

æ Reputation (in a repeated game)

æ Emotional consequences

If Betty says ”Yes,” and Al says ”No”, and Al knows Betty said ”Yes”

æ Betty may su�er a Loss of Face (LoF).

But if Al says ”No” but doesn’t learn that Betty said ”Yes” æ
Betty doesn’t su�er this LoF.


LoF may be **intrinsic**, or from a **reputation loss**; reputation may be of intrinsic or **instrumental** value (future options).
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How can LoF hurt marriage outcomes?

Suppose players’ types are private info, actions are revealed.

Given Al’s beliefs over Betty’s type, Al wants to marry Betty. Given
Betty’s beliefs over Al’s type, Betty wants to marry Al. But Betty
fears Al will reject her, and she will Lose Face.

æ Betty may say ’No.’

If no marriage, the ’market’ has failed (coordination failure, loss of
material payo�s).

– This is additional to the standard ine�ciency of asymmetric
information and to the ‘acceptance curse’.


Note this is over *beliefs* – so it is in addition to the standard market failure of asymmetric information.
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Outline

1. LoF (intrinsic or reputational) prevalent in many spheres

– It has not previously been modeled
– It can harm welfare

– But it can be avoided by ‘conditional anonymity’: an
intermediary only reveals mutual o�ers

– Or one side can avoid it by moving second
– CAE always best? More generally, CAE has costs/benefits
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2. We model this with

– a 2-sided one-shot matching environment
– 2 types (private information), continuous signals
– Linear marriage production function
– Primitive LoF termú

– ú
or loss of continuation value in repeated game (appendix)
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3. We find, compared to a ‘no-LoF benchmark’

– With a small LoF term, low-types (still) ‘always accept’, but
high types become more selective

– More LoF drives high types out, makes low types reverse snobs

(further reducing welfare)
– LoF makes rejecting strictly preferred to rejection, making ‘high

types always reject’ equilibrium Tatonnement-stable

4. Experimental/empirical project (ongoing): who su�ers (most)

from LoF and when?


Results are for stable (interior) equilibria, where such an equilibrium existed before LoF
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Evidence and relevance

Social interactions; from the playground and for life

– Rejection sensitivity and ‘flight’

– Face-saving strategies
– ‘Friendsy’


London et al (2007) middle school boys, ''peer rejection at Time one predicted an increase in anxious and angry expectations of rejection at Time 2'' positively correlated to later social anxiety, withdrawal, and loneliness. ... the rejection sensitive may exhibit 'flight' (social anxiety/withdrawal) or 'fight (aggression)'' reactions. Flight= reject?


Friendsy founder: On Facebook ...there’s often a stigma about who friends whom first...'
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Romance

– Speed dating, evidence, dating websites/apps




A Facebook app called ``Bang with Friends'' promised ``Anonymously find friends who are down for the night... we will only show your friends that you're interested if they are too!''






OkCupid:Paying 'A-list' members can also browse openly while choosing whether or not their profile is displayed to those they visited.



Labor markets

– Employee’s LoF and ‘outsider/insider’ identity

– ‘You can’t fire me, I quit’

– Employer’s LoF, ‘faculty darkly muttering’


In Germany one typically puts in their CV or application letter ''I am in employment and not fired''


Cawley 'faculty darkly muttering about job candidates from years ago who led them on for a month before turning them down. recruiters lose face when candidates pull out of accepted engagements at the last minute'
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Business transactions, etc

– Sales: ‘Call reluctance’

– Posted prices, bargaining aversion
– Credit card applications and credit ratings
– (Failed) M&A and patent-sharing negotiations; collaboration

and collusion/cartel attempts


''Call reluctance ... strikes both individuals and teams ... 'gun shy' from an onslaught of rejection ... avoid ... calling high-level decision makers or asking for the order. ... the product of fear; fear of failure, fear of losing face, fear of rejection or fear of making a mistake ... productivity suffers.''
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International agreements and negotiations . . . costs and
benefits of secrecy


"On August 22, 1864 the Chairman of the Republican National Committee, Henry J. Raymond, wrote President Abraham Lincoln to urge him to offer the Confederacy a truce that would not require the emancipation of slaves. ... ... Moreover, even assuming that [Rebel leader Jefferson] Davis would reject the proposal, Lincoln believed it would harm the Union's military efforts by demoralizing the 130,000 black troops fighting for the North (McPherson, 769)."



Academic interests, requests to co-author?





Prior art (economics)

– Becker (1973): Equilibrium matching in his ‘Theory of
Marriage.’

– Anderson and Smith (2001): Reputation; ‘matches yield not
only output but also information about types’

– Chade (2006): Search and information frictions, noisy signals
of type.

– Incorporate ‘information about a partner’s type contained in his
or her acceptance decision’; the ‘acceptance curse.’

– No ‘reputation story’

– Models of costly directed search (e.g., Albrecht and Gautier,
2006)

– Distinctions: Cost of applying unrelated to prob(success) nor to
‘employer knows of application’.


In our model, the job seeker knows that if there is a high probability they will get the job (even if they do not accept the offer), there is a low probability they will lose face, and this cost is low in expectation. Note Chade's model is the most similar.
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Basic setup

Players: f,m, Nature

Action spaces: Nature chooses her and his types x

f

, x

m

independently, and signals of these types s

f

, s

m

. Each player
chooses A (accept) or R (reject).

Information structure: Each player observes her own type and
the other’s signal, i.e., x

j

and s≠j

are j’s private information.
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Material direct payo�s = CAE payo�s = payo�s if no LoF
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– Thus for low types: ‘marry high’ º ‘marry low’ º ‘solitude’
– and for high types: ‘marry high’ º ‘solitude’ º ‘marry low’


You get (a multiple) of the other guys type if married, (discounted) own type if alone.


This will embody agreed-upon (vertical) preferences; neither complementarity in marriage payoffs nor the opposite – knife-edge. More matches will increase social welfare, and because of linearity the nature of the matches doesn't matter for this. Also implies mixed marriages help lows more than they hurt highs.
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Type distribution:
– Continuum of individuals on market sides M and F , measure 1

each.

– Type x œ {¸; h}. Share of h types =p on both sides.

Signals:

– Drawn independently: Type x ’s (x œ {l , h}) signal F

x

(s) with
continuous density f

x

(s).
– Follow mlrp, i.e.,
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where defined .

– Limit distributions, i.e.:

f

h

(s) = 0, f¸(s) > 0, f¸(s) = 0

f

h

(s) > 0

– So best and worst signals are fully revealing


Latter assumption will rule out high types' acceptance strategies being corner solutions (signal thresholds for accepting a match will be interior). Alternately, with 'overlapping supports' we may have stable equilibria where high types 'always accept' or 'always reject,' Still, our results would carry over to 'responsive' equilibria where high types have interior thresholds.
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Latter assumption will rule out high types' acceptance strategies being corner solutions (signal thresholds for accepting a match will be interior). Alternately, with 'overlapping supports' we may have stable equilibria where high types 'always accept' or 'always reject,' Still, our results would carry over to 'responsive' equilibria where high types have interior thresholds.
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‘Timing’

1. m œ M and f œ F matched uniformly and randomly

2. i obtains noisy signal s

j

about j’s type x

j

(but doesn’t know
own signal).

3. m,f sequentially (or simultaneously) decide whether to Accept

or Reject

4. Where m and f both Accept æ a ‘’marriage”.
5. In the FRE (but not the CAE) m,f observe others’ action.

– In the ARE f observes m but not vice-versa.


Observation in step 5 only matters if there is LoF, where 'payoffs depend on beliefs' (psych game) As it usually doesn't matter, typical GT doesn't make an assumption about terminal info sets. Will be clear why 'm moves first' is equivalent to ARE: f can avoid ever losing face, and otherwise has dominant strategy
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‘’Terminal” Information Structure (just a notation)

To depict LoF as a function of the information structure payo�s
must depend on information sets.

Histories :
h = {h1, h2, h3, h4} = {AA, AR, RA, RR}

Terminal Information Sets:
Ī

j

defines j’s knowledge of the history at the end of the game a
partition of the actual histories.
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FRE CAE ARE

FRE: Ī

f

= Ī

m

= {{AA}, {AR}, {RA}, {RR}}.

CAE: Ī

F

= {{AA}, {AR}, {RA, RR}} and Ī

m

=
{{AA}, {AR, RR}, {RA}}.

ARE: Ī

f

= {{AA}, {AR}, {RA, RR}} and Ī

M

=
{{AA}, {AR}, {RA}, {RR}}.





Threshold strategies: CAE/ no-LoF

– Low types always Accept (*), as g(h) > g(¸) > ¸.

High types set (symmetric) cutpoints:

– Brf (to other side’s cutpoint): ’accept i� s Ø ŝ

ú
i

(ŝ
j

)’, where
i ”= j œ {m; f } and

ŝ

ú
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(ŝ
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) : f

h

(ŝú
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)
f¸(ŝú
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) = 1 ≠ p
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”h̃ ≠ ˜̧
(1 ≠ ”)h̃

1
1 ≠ F
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(ŝ
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'Both types always reject' equilibrium unstable, doesn't survive any refinements...
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Su�cient ‘Slope Condition’ for interior equilibrium to exist:

(f
h

(s))2 > ≠ˆf¸(s)
ˆs

1 ≠ p

p

”h̃ ≠ ˜̧
(1 ≠ ”)h̃

– æ high type’s brf has slope > 1 at s

Otherwise:

– May have no interior equilibrium
– Coordination-Failure Equilibrium (CF-Eq) where high types

never accept would be Tatonnement-stable
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Results (Lemma 1)
Where ‘Slope Condition’ holds:

– at least one interior, stable equilibrium exists, under which . . .

– . . . low types always accept, and high types accept for ‘better
signals’ only

– CF-Eq: ŝ = s is not tatonnement stable
– We can compute payo�s and number of marriages
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Loss of Face: Assumptions

Assumption/definition: When j su�ers from (intrinsic) Loss of

Face (LoF), (s)he loses L whenever

1. j played Accept.

2. (j knows that) her match (k) played Reject.
3. (j knows that) k knows (for certain) that j played Accept.


The bits in parentheses should be necessary for a primal LoF but not for the reputational LoF we model in the appendix. The 'for certain' could also be relaxed to allow the LoF to be a continuous function of the probability k puts on j having played accept, with similar qualitative results.


Where j plays accept, j can always infer her match's response through the outcome/payoffs However point 3 holds under the FRE but not the CAE (nor ARE for women)
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Is this a Psychological Game (Battigalli, 2009)?

– Yes: my payo�s depend not only on our actions but on your
beliefs about my action

– But not in a way you might find fun

– For a given (exogenous) information structure, the relevant
beliefs (‘terminal information sets’) are a one-to-one mapping
from the players’ actions

– Thus we don’t have ‘actions responding to equilibrium beliefs
responding to actions’

– If L represents ‘reduced continuation value’ in a multi-stage
game (appendix), this isn’t a P-game
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Asymmetric revelation environment (ARE)

– Females observe males’ actions, but not vice versa

– Strategically-equivalent to ‘males move first’

– Possible terminal information sets:

– (R, A), (R, R), (A, A), or (A, R) for females
– (A, A), (A, R), and {(R, A); (R, R)} for males.

– So we can see direct vs. indirect e�ects
– and relevant to sequential decision environments vs. CAE
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ARE payo�s
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Female responses

– Females never get LoF æ:

– Low females always accept
– High females set ‘thresholds’, with a similar best-response

calculation as before, accepting if:

pf

h

(s)
(1 ≠ p)f¸(s) + pf

h

(s) [q
m

(h, h)h̃ + (1 ≠ q

m
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But q
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(x , x

Õ), the probability a type-x male accepts a type-x Õ

female, may di�er.
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Male responses
‘Given female behavior, males of type x who

observe a signal s ... accept iff the

expected payoff from accepting (conditional
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. . . male brf simplifies to:
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– mlrp æ lhs decreases (increases) in s for low (high) males and
strictly increases in s for high males

æ ‘Reverse snobs’ Lemma: Cuto�s are floors for high males and
ceilings for low males
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Lemma on behaviour in ARE with LoF
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f
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2. (1 ≠ F¸(ŝf
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)L

– Male high types reject with probability one if (1) holds, i.e., if
they would prefer to reject even when matched with a high
female (considering probability of rejection and LoF)

– Male low types accept with probability one if (2) holds, i.e., if
they would prefer to accept even when matched with a high
female

– Otherwise interior thresholds (see equation); high males are
snobs, low males are reverse snobs

– Female (both types) best responses are essentially the same as
in the CAE benchmark
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Equilibrium diagram

Figure 1: Male high-type’s BR to (high) female cutpoint, with/wo LoF
(& slope cond. holds)


This hints that LoF may make the CFE stable, and enough LoF may make it the only equilibrium (slightly trivial) even where the slope condition held without LoF



Comparative statics
Start at L = 0 benchmark (with Slope Condition), add ‘ of LoF, so
L > 0

Rem:

– low type’s always accept without LoF; for low females this
won’t change

– interior thresholds for males of each type and for female high
types previously stated

Results (Proposition):

– For a small L > 0 all low types accept, but high types’
(interior) optimal thresholds are perturbed

– Equilibrium thresholds for high males and females move in the
same direction

– Increase (more selective) if slope(brf)$<$1, i.e., in a stable
equilibrium

– (Decrease in an unstable equilibrium)


Intuition: Raising my cutoff has 2 equilibrium effects on E(marriage partner quality) 1. Screening effect: increasing partner quality holding constant her cutoff - high types on both sides gain through screening more 2. Supply effect: Greater acceptance curse, so high types do worse when both sides raise cutoff 
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– So starting from a stable (thus interior) equilibrium LoF makes
all high types more selective

– And particularly the males
– i.e., ŝ

h

> ŝ

f

> ŝ

ú.

– Welfare: This implies fewer matches, thus a loss of total
surplus (even without considering LoF itself)
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Which side is a�ected more?

– Male side bears LoF

– æ Low males become (weakly) more selective than low females
(who always accept)

– High males become more reluctant to accept, to avoid LoF
itself

– But this increases female’s acceptance curse

– We prove the first e�ect dominates; the gender vulnerable to
LoF becomes more snobbish than the sheltered gender

Lemma: In any (interior) equilibrium in an ARE with LoF male h

types are (strictly) more selective than female h types, i.e., ŝ

f

Æ ŝ

h
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Extension:
– when L is small, so ŝ¸ = s,

– a high male is less likely than a high female to ‘marry down’
– I.e., 1 ≠ F¸(ŝú

h

) < 1 ≠ F¸(ŝú
m

)

Thus in ARE in a stable equilibrium with a small LoF term:

1. high males marry less often than high females but get better
spouses,

2. low males marry more often than low females and also get
better spouses on average

æ for low types, a small amount of LoF on one side hurts the other

side more (not including LoF itself).


But note this doesn't mean men do *better* than women under the ARE with a small L Men *also* pay the direct cost of LoF
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The Coordination Failure Equilibrium becomes stable

With LoF, high males strictly prefer rejecting if high females often
reject

æ Starting from CF-Eq, males don’t react to lower
cutpoint/tremble æ CF-Eq stable

– With enough LoF the CF-Eq will be the unique equilibrium

Welfare: If LoF æ CF-Eq, it æ lower marriage rate, lower
expected surplus for both types of both genders.


Even if they are almost-surely facing a high type female, the 1- chance of LoF outweighs the  chance of marrying high.


Even without including LoF itself
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Conclusion: summarising results
1. Inherent (or reputation-driven) LoF e�ects can deepen

harm of asymmetric info in matching

– May increase snobbery and reverse snobbery
– Or even cause a complete ‘shutdown’ of high types
– Either deepens assortiveness of marriage
– And can reduce (even ‘material’) welfare (in sum and for each

type/gender)
2. CAE institutions can improve outcomes under some

circumstances
– But these may have (plausible, unmodeled costs)
– Alt, if one-side more vulnerable, let them move second
3. The interesting next questions: where is it relevant in

the real world, who gets the most LoF?
– Experiments (lab/field) should try to identify this; some hints

in observational data (e.g., OkCupid)


Admin costs, lack of information flow harmful if there is 'horizontal' matching, affinity may be conditional, altruism may reduce harm of LoF...
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Implications for real-world policy and institutions

1. Set up a CAE where LoF may be constraining

– E.g., matching students/advisors for PhD
– The Neighbourliness Project
– Work and study teams
– International negotiations, etc.

2. ‘Make the first move’ to those vulnerable to LoF

– Outreach: Ask minorities/lower-class to apply to your
job/university
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Extra slide: From previous field experiment

FRE CAE


We attained a sample of roughly 270 comparable participants. Overall there were more cards sent on average in the CAE treatment than in the FRE, but the difference was not robustly significant (and sample sizes were small)


Further, only 41 of these sent Valentines cards to someone who they did not say was already their romantic partner, and about 1/4 of these were clearly sent to platonic friends and family. Only about 10-20 Valentines cards were apparently ``risky'' romantic overtures. 
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